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BACKGROUND

Progress in wireless communications over the last two decades, particularly in link layer technology, has been made possible by

advancements and breakthroughs in error-control techniques, i.e. channel coding. Polar codes are truly the first explicitly proven

codes within implementable complexity that can achieve Shannon capacity.

Error correcting codes are used in a multitude of applications, including wireless communications (e.g. cell phones), computer hard

disks, deep-space and satellite communications. Discovered in 2009, polar codes are a major breakthrough in coding theory, the

only family of codes known to have an explicit construction and efficient encoding and decoding algorithms, while also being

“capacity achieving” over binary input symmetric memoryless channels.

A limitation of polar codes was that their performance at short to moderate block lengths was disappointing. There are two possible

culprits: the codes themselves are inherently weak at these lengths, or the successive cancellation decoder employed to decode

them is significantly degraded with respect to maximum likelihood decoding performance. These two possibilities are

complementary, and so both may occur.

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Engineers from UC San Diego have developed an algorithm (along with software implementation) that greatly improves the error-

correcting performance of polar codes. This patented invention employs a decoding method for polar codes as well as a

modification of the codes themselves. The resulting performance is better than the current state-of-the-art in error-correction

coding, as evidenced in a study presented at the 2016 IEEE Globecom Workshops B. Zhang et al. “A 5G Trial of Polar Code” where

Polar codes out performed existing Turbo code.

In the fall of 2016, the 3GPP selected Polar codes as the official coding method for the control channel functions in the 5G

enhanced mobile broadband use case (one of the three main use cases being developed for 5G). Future 5G-certified mobile

cellular technology will operate with a Polar code module/chipset inside.
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